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Remarks of Dr. Henry G. Knight, Chief, Bureau of Agricultural
Chemistry and Engineering, United States Department of Agriculture,
"before the Seventh Annual Chemurgic Conference of Agriculture, Industry,

and Science, Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, Friday, March 28, 1941.
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I am delighted to he with you on this occasion and to join with

you in the discussion of what I consider to be one of the most important

phases of iimerican agriculture namely, the search for industriail t:^'
'ti.A ,^^;^s;5^

outlets for farm crops.
(( MiR!Cl^lT0R^''.lK0II^OilC'

It was only a little more than a half dozen years ago vt

group of agricultural scientists banded themselves together and started

talking about the possibility of turning larger amounts of farm products

into industrial uses. This group came to be known as the Chemurgic

Council and is entitled to a great deal of credit for the popularization

of the word "chemurgy" which has been defined to mean chemistry at vrork.

I take off my hat to the constructive thinkers in this new field because

they are largely resTDonsible for getting the country to thinking about

this new way of using farm products on a large scale.

Doctor kci-'iillen asked me sometime ago if I wouldn't join with you

on this occasion and give you a sort of a progress report on the nev;

Regional Research Laboratories that vrere authorized by Congress to search

for nev; and wider industrial outlets and markets for farm crops, par-

ticularly the surplus crops. These laboratories are very new and the

research in them is just getting under v;ay, so naturally there isn't very

much in the way of progress to report at this time, but I assure you

that it is a pleasure to give you v/hat there is.



I assume that most of you are familiar with these new farm

research laboratories v;hich I have "been asked to discuss. But byway

of refreshing your memory and for the benefit of those who have not

heard of this new program let me give you a brief reviev; of this

rather extensive Government undertaking.

The Department of Agriculture has been searching for industrial

uses for farm products in a limited way for 25 or 30 years, and has

chalked up some very creditable accomplishments during that period.

But searching for industrial outlets for farm products v;as a sort of

a side line compared to the main agricioltural program. It was con-

fined largely to work on byproducts or vrhat v/e used to call farm wastes

until the surpluses forced us to start thinking about the -profitable

utilization of crops that were actually hurting the people they should

have been helping. Congress became so interested in this industrial

utilization idea that it authorized an apDropriation of 4 million

dollars in 1938 and instructed the Secretary of Agriculture to establish

4 Regional Research Laboratories, one in each of the m.ajor farm producing

areas of the country to search for new and wider industrial outlets and

markets for farm products.

After a careful survey of the field these laboratories v/ere

located at Peoria, Illinois, for the I orthern part of the country;

Nev; Orleans, Louisiana, for the South; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for

the 3ast ; and Albany, California, for the V/est. The Northern laboratory

is searching for nev/ and vrider industrial outlets and markets for corn,

wheat, and agricultural residues or waste. The Southern Laboratory is
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working on cotton, sweetpotatoes, and peanuts; the Eastern Laboratory

on apples, tol^acco, milk products, potatoes, vegetables, animal fats

and oils, hides, skins and tanning materials; and the '."estern Laboratory

on v/heet, potatoes, apples', vegetables, fruits, alfalfa, and poultry

products and bj/products.

Three of the '4 laboratories have already been completed and

occupied and research is nov under way at these places. The Southern
'

Laboratory has not been occupied as yet due to a fire that destroyed '"

one corner of the roof just a short time before the contractor was

ready to turn the building over to the Government, tie ex;pect to occupy

the Southern Laboratory in a few v^eeks so that the scientific sta"f

that is now housed in temporary headquarters in Few Orleans can g'et

the research started on a constructive basis.

There is an average of more than 40 scientists employed at each

of the laboratories, or a total of more than 175 at the four. There
'

are about 35 what we call sub-professional emplo^'ees plus the clerical

and administrative help. There are altogether more than 400 persons

already at X'^rork in these laboratories and the staffs are being enlarged

all the time. The expansion will continue until there will be a total

of between 800 and a thousand scientists searching for industrial

outlets for farm crops in the four laboratories. This, as you can

readily see, is an enormous program in a field filled v/ith possibilities,

but \7ith few milestones to guide the searchers. I can assure you,

however, that these laboratories are moving as fast as it is humanly

possible with their research work and that every possible effort is '

"

being made to inaugurate projects that promise to heir) the farmer.
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• On account of the size of this new farm resea^rch program *ie are

able to ap]Droach the pro"blem on a larger scale than ^''eJje ever "been. .

able to do "before. This '•all he very helpful. One of the reasoris

research in the utilization of farm products has moved ^.slowly in the^

past is because very few of those educational ^ institutions .which do

the b-olk of agricultural research, have had the roney to carry their .

findings beyond the test., tube stage, which, is only the, first^in .several,

steps in the development of a new nroduct. In order to shorten the gap

betvreen test tube discoveries and comiiercial iDroduction, these new farm^

research laboratories are establishing what .the scientists .call "pilot

plants." These are re-^.ll^' small commercial plants
,
.but large .enough, to .

enable the scientist to check on his laboratory findings before they_

are turned over to industry. It;has taken our scientists, with.^the

hel-o of the Mississip-oi Agricultural "ilxperiment Station, about 5 .j^'ears

to get as far as we have in getting the "bugs" out of the new sweet-,

potato starch plant, v/hich we have looked upon largely, as a pilot plant,

to bridge the gar) between laboratory investigations and commercial oro-,

duct ion.
, .

..,, _ . ,-

.

Industry has found tne pilot plant method of checking on the

comiaercial development of an article a very profitable part of iis

research program. It has followed this method for a good many years.

But pilot plant research is far more expensive than test tube irvesti-

gation, and this is the first time the agricultural scientists have had

sufficient funds to take their findings much beyond the test tube stage.
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It may interest you to learn that otie entire wing, or .ro-ughly

one-third, of each of these four farm research laboratories is being .,

utilized for loilot plant work. A large rtilot plant is now under con-

struction at the Horthern Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois, for the,study

of motor fuel from farm crops, a pilot plant is being constructed at
, ,

the if/estern Laboratory at iilbany, California, to study the frozen fruit

and vegetable work. The pilot plant wing at the Philadelphia Laboratory

was just recently finished, 'and the v/ing for this work at the ITew ,
,-

Orleans Laboratory v/ill be completed during the summer. ':••,'.

AS I've already said I haven't very much to re"oort in the way of

progress in these nev/ laboratories because our research is just getting

under xiray. But I feel that we have done a pretty good job in getting,

started as soon as we have, corsidering the tremendous difficulties v/a

had to encounter in pioneering a -nrogram of this kind. I feel-that the

men who have borne the brunt of developing this program up to its, .,.,

present state are entitled to a vote of thanks for the good work they,.

have done. I have two reasons for believing that these people are , ,

going to succeed in this nevr venture.

In the first place these laboratory structures are good, modern

buildings where the scientists can work in comfort and "orivacy if they

like with the kind of equipment that they need for the problemis they

are to tackle. Those things mean a great deal to scientists. In the

second place we are slowly acquiring a staff of research workers who,

based on their past records, can actually deliver the goods.
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I'm not going to burden you with a list of the names of the

scientists in these laboratories, "but I would like to call your

attention to a few of their accomplishments. Some of these scientists

came to us from the Department of Agriculture, some from industry and

some from educational institutions. They have not only come from all

parts of the country, but are specialists in a great many fields.

V/hen I think of these laboratories I like to think of these intensely

interested scientists busy at their tasks rather than the imposing

structures of brick and stone in which they work. It's ideas that

count, and it's ideas that v/e need in this new program. A scientist

with a continuing flow of ideas is a valuable person in our work

even tho^igh only a small -oercentage of his ideas are workable.

Some of the men employed in these laboratories had a big hand

in the discovery and development of the method that utilizes molds

and bacteria in the production from farm products of such useful

things as gluconic acid and some of its important derivatives. They

got some of their ideas from mold on bread and fruit. I claim that

a scientist v/ho can look nt moldy bread and then figure out a way to

make the organisms that destroy the bread produce these valuable acids

from farm products is a valuable person.

.v'e have an outstanding authority in one of the laboratories on

making wallboard and -paper froin such farm products as cornstalks,

straws, sugarcane bagasse and so on. His ideas have been worth a

great deal of money to sugar mills that wanted a profitable comiiercial

outlet for the bagasse stalk that was left after the juice was squeezed

out.
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Another scientist, in one of th§. laboratories, directed a -oroject

that led to the develoiDEpent of a method of making^paiiit, apd ;
vapnish ., ^

from soybeans, Chemists.haye .known for.a.longi time , tti^t soyberp pil.r.^-.j-.

could.be used in making paint and varnish, b^it iiiiprpvement?. v/prked-o^it,,

;

under this man' s directions have, grealtl;/ increased,. tiie use .of soybean ,,-^r.

oil in the paint field. ,{••:••- :v::! ;!

. »/e .have .a scientist in on.e pf the laboratories ;vrho .
is..,one of

the coimtry' § best autho.rities on hides ,. _l.ea.thQrs,.„-a^,d tanning materials

.

fiost of .our hides and skins are tanned with products .,th,at ar^ either;- r.,.^.-.

imported or .pbtaiiied from rapidly decreasing doaiestic saurces,- :4;his ,vp.:;;

scientist has shown that satisfactory ..tajnning .materiail-s.can be prpcluced-

j

from the bark pi" the .^/e.s.tern Hemlock tree and from the ;rpots -p:f, thf.-, •.vv

lowly canaigre plant.. He .will continue .to work, on , these i^eric.an .s;ojiwQas

for tanjTiing mater i.als.; ... .., ; ,:,., .,;,..'.,.< ,::,.,, ..•:ic.t' :.-n;rv:. "^
1.1.;:^ b:i:5

One of the best authorities in the country on the freezirtg.pf. -.o';
,•

fruits and ye^e tables is now cpnne.c.t.ed; wi.th. pn.e,.pf ,pur laboratories.

Some of his res.earch i.s riartly responsible for. the.r.fine qua,5.it:y- of: nr.-,'.-:-

frozen foods which are npw .available, to, hD.iisev;i,ve,s, in manv ,o.f;r t,he , ...

larger cities of the country.. ..,....,, ,,,;.- ... .,..,,,,,...,.,::.;, r ..^.t^- .' -"

T\ie gayrcolorpd. mesh bags., used fpr papkagijig certain fruit s and .•,.„

vegetables is the, result p.f research by, a scientist .in. pp.r lab.oratpry.-, v.-;

'

His development not. only enables hpusew|.ves to see . onion.Sj oranges, . .;,„

potatoes and many other article^ they.buy dai.ly, but it, has.- resulted -

in another outlet for cotton v/hich is also a good thing. . , . . ,,.
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.
. /e have specialists in motor fuel, "nias tics, rii'b'ber-like

substances, tobacco, starch, protein, sugars, fats', oil, and so on

down the line, "early all of these scientists have accomtilishments

to their credit. A great many of them have -natehts on some of their

accomplishments. Kany, in fact most, of these' "oatents are dedicated

to the public. ' ':-:
.

•

I have mentioned the accomplishments of a, te\j of the scientists

in the ne'ir farm research laboratories to give you! aii idea of the-: :
;.-

caliber of these men. i^ien with a background as good as the samples I

have used indicate to me that we should make fairly substantial progress

in our search for industrial outlets for farm products, These men have

not only already succeeded in a great many undertakings, but they are

familiar v/ith laboratory and factory methods and riract ices and knovj
-,

the difference between test tube success and -orofitable commercial

production.

And now for the benefit of those ^fho would like to know the

exact status of the laboratory that is serving their section let me

give you a very brief detail report on each of the four laboratories.

The lastern Laboratory at Philadelphia was the first to be ,

occupied. The administrative unit and the chemical laboratory v/ing

have both been completed, and members of the staff moved in on

August 17th of last year. The pilot plant v/ing was finished in

January of this year, and many of the individual laboratory units

have already been equipped and occupied. ' ' " •
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At the Western Laboratory in California the administrative unit

and the chemical laboratory wing have, "both been com-pleted, and the

building was occuDied on November 5th of last yea.r. The pilot plant

at the V/estern Laboratory will soon be completed, and equipment has

been installed in 30 of the individual laboratory units. •

The Northern Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois, was occupied on

December 16th of last year. The pilot plant wing was completed early

this year, and more than a third of the individual laboratory units

have been equipped.

The Southern Laboratory at ITew Orleans has not yet been occupied

due to a fire. We hope to be in that building, however, in a few

weeks unless something unforeseen happens.

.'/orld conditions have changed a great deal since these laboratories

were authorized in 1938, and it is a comforting thought to know that these

laboratories could be turned into research institutions for national

defense should the occasion demand.

Tot example, we import most of our root starches, much of our

tin, and practically all of our rubber from the East Indies. Half of

our tanning materials and something like half of our linseed oil comes

from South j:unerica, and practically all of our tung oil comes from China.

If we should lose the freedom of the seas and be cut off from the rest

of the world our export trade would probably drop below the lov/ mark

where it now stands. It is reasonable to assume that such a situation

would further increase the surplus problem and make it necessary for us
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to create in this country, if possible, grea^tly ext)anded markets for

manv of our major farm crops. That's the object of the laboratory

program.

So it seems to me that the establishment of these laboratories

was a inove in the right direction. They can be useful in b great many

ways, and I look forv/ard to the day v;hen I can give you a more

interesting report on the accomplishments from these halls of chemistry.






